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What is Bush Orienteering?
“Orienteering is a sport in which the competitors visit a number of points marked on the
ground (controls) in the shortest possible time aided by map and compass.” Orienteering
is referred to as the “thinking sport”, because the navigation required challenges the mind
as well as the body. It is also referred to as the “Sport for Life” because people of all ages
from 6 -95 are catered for with suitable courses.
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Bush orienteering is in a non urban environment which is usually forested and has many
features such as rock detail, landform features and changes of vegetation. Courses vary
in distance and require the orienteer to be able to respond to both technical and physical
challenges.
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The Orienteering Map
To successfully read an orienteering map, the orienteer
needs to be familiar with the features of the orienteering
map. The map during an orienteering event is your friend,
it will help you to navigate your way around the course if
you respect it for what it is and understand it.

Map Scale

1mm on map =

1cm on map =

1:10 000

10 metres

100 metres

1:15 000

15 metres

150 metres

What is it and how do you understand it?
Scale
Like all maps foot orienteering maps will have a scale.
The scale of the map tells you what the distances on the
ground are when they are represented on the map. This is
important information in calculating the distance that it is
on the map between controls and between main features.
Scale will tell you how far you have to run/walk before you
will find a control or a feature.
The scale on the map will be expressed as a ratio. The most
common scale for bush foot orienteering maps is 1:10000.
This means that 1cm on the map is 100m on the ground.
So a feature on the map which is 100m long when running
or walking along it eg; a track will be 1cm long on the
map.
Sometimes bush foot orienteering maps will have a smaller
scale of 1:15000. This means that 1cm on the map is 150m
on the ground. This scale is smaller so the area covered
by the map is larger but the features on the map will be
smaller.

1:15 000

1:10 000
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The Orienteering Map
Symbols
All orienteering maps are drawn using a set of internationally recognised symbols. This
means that all orienteering maps have the same look no matter where they are made. That
is one language of symbols for all orienteers.
These symbols are designed to show information which is significant for the purposes of
navigation (see Samples below). You will soon become familiar with most of the symbols
by attending a few events. Most orienteering maps represent these symbols in a Legend on
the map. A detailed presentation of all the map symbols is available on this link:
Bush Map Symbols.

Orienteering maps are printed in up to five standard colours. The colours are an integral
part of the map symbols.
Black is used for most man-made features such as buildings, tracks, roads etc; and
rock features such as boulders, rock faces and cliffs.
Brown is used to show landform features, including contour lines, gullies, pits and
knolls.

Landform Features
Map Symbol

Description of Feature

Photo

Contour line –
A line joining points
of equal height
Earthbank –
Change in ground level
which is distinct
Small erosion gully
or ditch

Erosion gully. Line width
reflects the size

Blue is used for water features such as watercourses, lakes, ponds and marshes.
White and
Green are used to depict the density of the vegetation and the
extent to which it impedes progress. Open “runnable” vegetation is left as white with
progressively darker shades of green meaning increased density of the vegetation, ranging
from ‘slow run’ to ‘difficult’ (or walk) and even ‘impenetrable’ ( or ‘fight’).

A small obvious mound or
rocky knoll

Yellow is used for areas with no or a small amount of trees. Areas with no trees such
grassy patches (ovals) are represented by a solid yellow, with a paler yellow for rougher
terrain (‘rough open’).

Small shallow depression

Examples of Common Map Features

Pit or hole
with steep sides

Special landform feature.
Usually a termite mound.
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The Orienteering Map
Rock Features
Map Symbol

Water Features
Description of Feature

Photo

Map Symbol

Description of Feature

Boulder –
a prominent freestanding
block of rock or stone

Impassable body of water
such as
lake, pond or river

Impassable cliff
or rockface

Marsh
area which is crossable

Passable cliff or rockface

Waterhole. A small area of
water too small to be shown
to scale

Bare rock –
a runnable area of rock with
no earth or vegetation cover

Watercourse
that contains water
which is crossable

Boulder cluster –
a small distinct group of
boulders closely clustered
together

Minor watercourse
which may contain water
intermittently

Photo

Boulder field. An area
covered by many boulders

Stony or rocky ground
which affects movement.
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The Orienteering Map
Vegetation Features
Map Symbol

Man Made Features
Description of Feature

Photo

Map Symbol

Description of Feature

Open land
or an area of land without
trees. Very good runnability

Sealed road

Open land
with scattered trees.
Very good runnability

A track
or poorly maintained road

Forest
but very open
and very good runnability

A large path
or old vehicle track

Forest – slow run.
Dense trees which reduce
visibility and running speed

Fence –
which is passable

Impassable vegetation.
An area of very dense trees
or undergrowth which is
impassable

Impassable fence –
Forbidden to cross

An area of dense
undergrowth but otherwise
good visibility

Buildings

A distinct forest boundary

Ruins –
remains of an old buildings

Special small vegetation
feature such as distinct tree

Man made features –
significant or prominent
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The Orienteering Map
Contour lines

Orienteering Compasses

These are imaginary lines drawn on the map to join points of equal height. On bush
orienteering maps this interval is 5m.Contour lines provide the orienteer with a most
reliable source of information to aid in the reading of the map. They indicate the slope of
the land and also the shape of the land. The closer together the contour lines the steeper
the slope. Similarly, when the contours are wide apart then the slope is flat. Also different
shapes of the land are represented by contour lines. The ability to recognise (read) these
are an advanced orienteering skill (see Orienteering Skills).

Orienteering compasses are different from most other types of compasses. There are two
types of orienteering compass.

Direction
Magnetic north lines are marked on orienteering maps. These north lines can be used to
orientate your map.Orientation of the map can be done by either using a compass, by
making sure that the north lines on the map point the same way as the north or red end
of the compass needle or by using the features marked on the map by ensuring features
which are in front of you on the ground are in front of you on the map (see Orienteering
Skills).

Baseplate compass
The compass needle sits in a housing in the
centre, which is set on a clear plastic baseplate.
With this compass you can set bearings from
where you are to where you are going.
(See Orienteering Skills)
Baseplate
Compass

Thumb
Compass

Thumb compass
Preferred by some orienteers for its simplicity
and ease of carrying (on your thumb), the thumb
compass allows for quick reference since it is held on
the map as you go from point to point. The thumb
compass allows you to orient the map with ease.
The process of using it is:
1. Place compass on thumb
2. Hold map in same hand
3. R
 otate map so north lines up with the needle
4. look up and go.

Magnetic North

“if you do not know where you are going you will never get there”
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Your First Orienteering Event
How to find an event?

How to use the SI Card?

All orienteering events in Australia are listed on Eventor.

The SI Card attaches to a finger with an elastic band and is usually worn on the index
finger. Each SI Card has a unique serial number that is registered with it’s user in the event
computer. Before you start, you will need to locate the “clear” and “check” stations. These
are usually located near the start location. Insert your SI card in the “clear” station and
wait until it beeps and flashes. This usually takes about 5 seconds. Now place your SI card
in the “check” station. This verifies that your SI card is cleared and ready to use. It should
beep and flash immediately. When the starter tells you to begin your course, insert your SI
card into the “start” unit. The start unit should beep and flash immediately. This records
your starting time on the card. You are now on the clock and should begin orienteering
immediately. At each control, insert your SI card into the “control unit” until it beeps
and flashes. This generally takes less than one second. Be sure to check codes, and be
sure to visit all of your controls in order. At the finish, you must punch a “finish” unit.
These will be directly under (or next to) the finish banner. Your orienteering time does not
stop until you punch a finish unit. Once you have finished, you go to the “download”
/ computer station. The computer will calculate your time and then you will receive a
personal copy of your split times.

Events can be viewed by state and whether they are national, regional, local or club. Events
can be shown for each discipline: Foot, Park/Street, Mountain Bike, Radio or Ski.
Each event listing will have details about the event, how to enter, entry fees, event
location, available courses, the organising club and contacts for further information.

What will I need before I start?
Clothing
To start an orienteering event you will need to wear comfortable clothes for walking or
running (full leg cover is recommended for bush orienteering), durable running shoes or
light walking boots.
Compass
See “Orienteering Compasses” – these are not essential to begin with.
Electronic Card
In most orienteering events in Australia the timing system used is the SportIdent
electronic punching system. This requires the competitor
to carry with them an SI Card that is used to confirm
that you have visited all the controls in the correct order.
These can be hired from the event organisers or you can
purchase one from orienteering equipment suppliers.
The Event organiser will be able to give you details.
SI Card

Control Unit

Punching a Control Unit

At each Control Point you will find a Control Stand,
a Control Flag, a Control Code and a SI Control Unit.
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Your First Orienteering Event
Selecting a Course

(differences between the states)

Course Levels

In Australia there are four levels of courses. These have varying degrees of difficulty, both
technical and physical. Courses for children and novices (beginners) are made easy, while
experienced competitors may face extremely challenging courses.

VERY EASY - these are courses for younger children and beginners. The course will
follow drawn linear features (tracks, fences, etc.) and control sites will be at every
turning point. The control flags will be visible as you approach the control.

Technical difficulty is determined primarily by the terrain and the navigational problems
of crossing that terrain to locate the feature on which the control is placed. Linear features
such as fences, walls, and paths generally offer low difficulty; natural features such as forest
and rocky areas can offer high difficulty. Physical difficulty is determined by the length of
the course, the amount of climb, and the kinds of terrain.

EASY - Control sites will be on or near drawn linear features but preferably not at
turning points. This gives the opportunity to follow handrails or to cut across country.
Short distances along large linear features that are not drawn (such as large gullies
or well-defined spurs) may be included in the course but then catching features are
essential. Control markers will be visible from the approach side by any reasonable
route.

Advanced courses can be divided into long distance, middle distance and sprint. For
instance, a long course can have expected winning times up to 100 minutes (elite men), or
80 minutes (elite women), while a sprint course will have expected winning times 12–15
minutes. As competitor speed is dependant on the terrain there is no fixed distance for
course lengths, instead the course length is derived from an expected winning time, and
the actual course length will vary according to the difficulty of the terrain and expected
fitness of the best participants.

MODERATE - These courses will have route choice with big attack points near
control sites and catching features less than 100m behind. Control sites can be fairly
small point features and the control flags need not necessarily be visible from the attack
point.
HARD - Navigation will be as difficult as possible with small contour and point
features as the preferred control sites. There will be no handrails and no large attack
points nearby. Route choice will be an important element of most legs.
The degree of technical and physical difficulty increases from Very Easy through to
Hard.

The Course on the Map
At the event you may be given a map with a course marked on it or you may be required
to copy your course from a master map.

A course consists of
a Start point (purple triangle)
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A series of Controls to be visited
in sequence (purple circle)

And a Finish point
(purple double circle)
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Your First Orienteering Event
Control Descriptions
There is an international code for
control descriptions (see sample).
A complete set of these
descriptions can be found in the
OA Operational Manual.

Some examples of common
Control Description symbols

Vegetation
Clearing

Thicket

Vegetation Boundary

Distinctive tree

Road

Track/Path

Power line

Stone Wall

Fence

Crossing Point

Building

Paved area

Tower

Ruin

Man made feature

Man made feature

Pond

Water hole

Watercourse

Minor Watercourse

Marsh

Narrow Marsh

Rocky ground

Boulder field (many boulders)

Man Made Features

Water Features

Rock Features
Cliff/Rockface

Boulder

Bare rock

Boulder cluster (small group)

Landform Features
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Gully

Earthbank

Knoll

Depression

Small depression

Pit

Spur

Erosion gully

Hill

Saddle

Termite mound

Small erosion gully
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Your First Orienteering Event
Control Descriptions – continued
For all Very Easy and Easy courses these control descriptions will be available in English.
The control descriptions tell you the information that you need about each control point
in order to complete the course.
Using the example below- there is the control number
1-9, each control has a control code eg; Control number
1 has a code of 101, this number will be on the control
stand and should be checked before punching the
control. The rest of the information provides details of
the control feature which is located on the map in the
middle of the control circle, such things as which feature
(if more than one), what the feature is eg: boulder, how
big it is, what side of the feature the flag is on and any
other important information.
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The control description sheet
which describes the location of
each control can be carried in a
Control Description Holder.
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Your First Orienteering Event
Orienteering Etiquette
The essential parts of the etiquette relate to
safety and fair play.
vA
 lways report to the finish within the time
allowed whether or not you have reached
all the controls.

Orienteering Skills
and Techniques
(description and diagrammatic
demonstration of each one)
vO
 rientating the map (without using a
compass)

vC
 ontrols must be visited in the specified
order, except for a Score Event.

v T humbing the map

vM
 ove away from controls as soon as you
punch.

vC
 ontrol procedure

vC
 ompetitors must abandon their course if
they find someone injured and in need of
help.
vO
 rienteering is usually an individual sport.
For that reason, following or assisting
others is not allowed, unless working in a
team (where permitted).

v Identifying main features
v Identifying and using handrails
vA
 ttack points
vD
 istance estimation
vU
 sing your compass- orientation to north
vB
 asic route choice
v S implification of legs
vC
 ollecting Features
vR
 eading using and understanding contour
features

Useful Orienteering Links
International Orienteering Federation (IOF)
orienteering.sport/
Orienteering Australia (OA)
www.orienteering.asn.au
Orienteering New South Wales (ONSW)
www.onsw.asn.au
Orienteering Victoria (OV)
www.vicorienteering.asn.au
Orienteering ACT (OACT)
act.orienteering.asn.au
Orienteering Queensland
oq.orienteering.asn.au
Orienteering Tasmania
www.tasorienteering.asn.au
Orienteering Association South Australia
www.sa.orienteering.asn.au
Orienteering Western Australia
www.wa.orienteering.asn.au
Orienteering Northern Territory
www.teo.asn.au/
Orienteering Internet Channel
www.veoh.com/users/WoOtv
Orienteering Australia
Coaching Tips

Mapping of Schools and other
suitable areas
In order to deliver an orienteering
programme that will enable progression
within your school and beyond, it is best
if you organise for the production of an
orienteering map.
The best way to organise to have your
school mapped is to contact your state
association, all of which are listed on the
Orienteering Australia website here:
state-organisations

It is recommended that you choose to
employ a specialist orienteering mapper.
Using a mapper will be an expense,
however it will result in the production
of a computer generated accurate and
professional map.
School maps or similar areas will be
mapped at a larger scale eg; 1:2000 and
will usually fit onto an A4 size piece
of paper. The map will have all the
characteristics described in this guide.
The State Association will also be able
to provide your school or organisation
with lessons and resources for teaching
orienteering.

Orienteering Exercises- O-Training.net
http://o-training.net/
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Your First Orienteering Event
Glossary of Terms
Aiming off – deliberately aiming to one side
of the control so that you know which way to
turn on hitting the feature before seeing the
control.
Attack point – an obvious or easily found
feature close to a control point. It is used
in selecting and executing a route so that
the control can be more easily located or
‘attacked’.
Baseplate compass – a flat compass usually
attached to the wrist and carried in your
hand. The compass needle sits in housing
in the centre, which is set on a clear plastic
baseplate. With this compass you can set
bearings from where you are to where you
are going.

Control code – identification numbers that
are displayed at each control. Code numbers
are included on the descriptions list to enable
orienteers to check that they are at the
correct control.
Control descriptions – every course has a
list of control descriptions giving the order,
the control code numbers and features where
each control is placed.
Control flow – an expression used for the
fluency of arriving at, registering and moving
away from a control point.
Course – a sequence of control points
marked on the map and ground, which
have to be visited in a given order. There are
different courses for different ages and ability.

Bearing – the direction of travel shown by
the compass.

Electronic punching – competitors carry
an SI card that records that they have visited
each control and in the correct order.

Catching feature – an obvious feature on
the map and on the ground beyond a control,
which can be used for relocation if the control
is missed.

Form line – an intermediate or extra contour
line showing ground detail to help the
orienteer maintain contact. They are shown as
broken brown lines.

Collecting feature – a long or large feature,
which can be used to simplify navigation
along a route.

Handrail – a line or long feature on the
map and ground used by the orienteer to
make their route safe and to simplify the map
reading.

Contours – brown lines on the map showing
places of equal height.
Control point – the points that must be
visited in order to complete the course.
Shown as a flag attached to a stand in the
terrain and the centre of a purple circle on the
map.
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IOF – the International Orienteering
Federation
Knoll – a small hill symbolized by a brown
dot on a map.
Leg – the section of the course between two
control points.

Legend or key – a list of symbols
represented on the map with their meanings.
Line features – linear features on the
map and in the terrain for example, tracks,
watercourses, fences etc;
Magnetic north lines – shown on all
orienteering maps so that the compass can
be used accurately and bearings can be
taken.
OCAD – Orienteering Computer Aided
Design. Computer software used for drawing
and setting courses.
Orienting a map – matching map to the
terrain so that north on the map points to
north on the ground and the map matches
the ground.
Relocation – the orienteer tries to find their
position when they have lost map contact.
Rough compass – running on a compass
bearing or ‘on the needle’ without being to
precise in keeping to the correct line.
Route choice – the route the orienteer
chooses to take to get to the next control
point. This skill depends greatly on the
experience of the orienteer.

Shadowing – a training method of following
an orienteer to watch how they perform skills
and techniques in the forest. This can be done
in pairs exchanging the roles.
Simplification – breaking down the route
choice and navigation on each course leg
into easy and difficult sections with the aid of
check points, collecting features and attack
points.
Step system – a progression of orienteering
skills. It forms the basis of coaching and the
different levels of difficulty of courses.
String courses – short courses for very
young children marked in the terrain by
string. Map is usually simplified for easy
understanding.
Thumb compass – a compass which is
attached to the thumb allowing easy map
orientation and direction finding.
Thumbing – the orienteer hols the map
with the thumb close to their location. The
thumb moves as the orienteer progresses
along the course enabling map contact to be
maintained.

Runability – a description of terrain in terms
of how easy it is to run through. It is shown on
the map by different colour screens.
Scale – tells you what the distances on the
ground are when they are represented on the
map.
Score orienteering – a competition to find
as many controls as possible in any order, in a
fixed time and with penalties for being late.
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